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KNOTTED1-like homeobox (KNOX) genes promote stem cell activity and must be repressed to form determinate lateral or-

gans. Stable KNOX gene silencing during organogenesis is known to involve the predicted DNA binding proteins ASYMMETRIC

LEAVES1 (AS1) and AS2 as well as the chromatin-remodeling factor HIRA. However, the mechanism of silencing is unknown.

Here, we show that AS1 and AS2 form a repressor complex that binds directly to the regulatory motifs CWGTTD and

KMKTTGAHW present at two sites in the promoters of the KNOX genes BREVIPEDICELLUS (BP) and KNAT2. The two binding

sites act nonredundantly, and interaction between AS1-AS2 complexes at these sites is required to repress BP. Promoter

deletion analysis further indicates that enhancer elements required for BP expression in the leaf are located between the

AS1-AS2 complex binding sites. We propose that AS1-AS2 complexes interact to create a loop in the KNOX promoter and, likely

through recruitment of HIRA, form a repressive chromatin state that blocks enhancer activity during organogenesis. Our model

for AS1-AS2–mediated KNOX gene silencing is conceptually similar to the action of an insulator. This regulatory mechanism

may be conserved in simple leafed species of monocot and dicot lineages and constitutes a potential key determinant in the

evolution of compound leaves.

INTRODUCTION

The reiterative process of organogenesis characteristic of plants

depends on the activity of a population of self-renewing, plurip-

otent stem cells present in meristems at the growing tips.

Meristem activity in the shoot apex is specified in part by the

class I KNOTTED1-like homeobox (KNOX) genes (Long et al.,

1996; Vollbrecht et al., 2000; Scofield and Murray, 2006). Lateral

organs, such as leaves, initiate on the flank of the shoot apical

meristem (SAM), and downregulation of KNOX gene expression

is essential to facilitate this process (Jackson et al., 1994; Long

et al., 1996). Moreover, acquisition of determinacy in developing

organs requires the continued silencing of KNOX genes, as

ectopic KNOX expression during organogenesis results in pat-

terning defects and overproliferation of cells (Sinha et al., 1993;

Chuck et al., 1996; Kidner et al., 2002). Thus, in plants, the

precise balance between stem cell proliferation and differentia-

tion that is critical for development is attained, in part, through the

proper regulation of KNOX gene expression.

KNOX repression during organogenesis is mediated by the

orthologous MYB domain proteins ROUGH SHEATH2 (RS2) and

ASYMMETRIC LEAVES1 (AS1) from maize (Zea mays) and

Arabidopsis thaliana, respectively (Timmermans et al., 1999;

Tsiantis et al., 1999; Byrne et al., 2000; Ori et al., 2000). These

proteins are expressed in a pattern complementary to the KNOX

genes in organ founder cells and developing primordia. Loss-of-

function mutations in RS2 and AS1 lead to perturbations in cell

determination typical of ectopic KNOX accumulation; however,

the initial downregulation in KNOX expression associated with

organ initiation is unaffected in these mutants. RS2 and AS1 are

therefore thought to act after organ founder cell specification to

maintain KNOX gene silencing during subsequent leaf develop-

ment.

Despite numerous studies addressing the role of RS2/AS1 in

leaf development, the mechanism with which these proteins

maintain KNOX gene silencing and determinacy during organo-

genesis is not currently understood. In rs2, KNOX genes become

reactivated randomly in a variegated clonal pattern, such that

rs2 null leaves are mosaics of KNOXþ and KNOX� sectors

(Timmermans et al., 1999). This pattern of KNOX reactivation is

reminiscent of several classic epigenetic phenomena associated

with a failure to stably maintain a repressive chromatin state in all

cells of a lineage. Consistent with an epigenetic mode of KNOX

gene repression, RS2 and AS1 interact with the chromatin-

remodeling factor HIRA, and reduced HIRA function in Arabi-

dopsis results in ectopic KNOX expression in developing leaves

(Phelps-Durr et al., 2005).

In addition to HIRA, RS2 and AS1 interact with the LOB domain

protein AS2 (Xu et al., 2003; Phelps-Durr et al., 2005). Both RS2/

AS1and AS2 are predicted DNA binding proteins and may serve

as specificity factors to recruit HIRA to target loci, similar to the

scenario of target recognition by the Polycomb repressor com-

plex (Ringrose and Paro, 2007). HIRA proteins are known to
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modulate chromatin structure during both heterochromatic and

euchromatic gene silencing in yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae)

and mammalian cells (Spector et al., 1997; Magnaghi et al., 1998;

Sharp et al., 2001; Roberts et al., 2002; Zhang et al., 2005). A

similar role for HIRA in plants presents the possibility that RS2/

AS1 complexes act directly at the KNOX loci to establish a

repressive chromatin state that is stably inherited throughout

organ development. However, efforts to demonstrate binding of

RS2/AS1 or AS2 to promoters of KNOX genes have thus far been

unsuccessful (Theodoris et al., 2003). Therefore, the action of the

RS2/AS1 complexes may be indirect. Indeed, recent studies

indicate a unique role for HIRA in the deposition of the histone

variant H3.3 at target loci, which is associated with transcrip-

tionally active states (Ahmad and Henikoff, 2002; Tagami et al.,

2004; Loppin et al., 2005; Nakayama et al., 2007). Such an

activity for HIRA in plants suggests an alternative hypothesis,

namely, that RS2/AS1 complexes regulate KNOX expression

indirectly through the activation of a repressor.

Here, we investigate the mechanism of AS1 complex–mediated

KNOX gene silencing in Arabidopsis. We show that AS1 func-

tions as a transcriptional repressor and binds directly to its KNOX

targets when in a complex with AS2. We also define the DNA

motifs that mediate AS1and AS2 binding and demonstrate that

silencing of the KNOX gene BREVIPEDICELLUS (BP) in devel-

oping leaves requires binding of AS1-AS2 complexes at two sites

in its promoter. Our observations suggest that AS1 and AS2

establish a loop in the KNOX promoter that represses KNOX

expression during leaf development. We propose that AS1, AS2,

and HIRA are part of a novel cellular memory system required for

determinacy in plants that silences KNOX genes via a mecha-

nism that is conceptually similar to the action of a genetic

insulator (Gaszner and Felsenfeld, 2006).

RESULTS

AS1 Functions as a Transcriptional Repressor

Genetic analyses indicate that AS1 acts together with AS2 and

HIRA in the stable silencing of KNOX targets during organogen-

esis (Ori et al., 2000; Semiarti et al., 2001; Byrne et al., 2002; Lin

et al., 2003; Phelps-Durr et al., 2005). Because HIRA mediates

epigenetic transitions associated with the activation and repres-

sion of target loci (Spector et al., 1997; Magnaghi et al., 1998;

Sharp et al., 2001; Loppin et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2005;

Nakayama et al., 2007), AS1 could conceivably assemble into a

transcriptional activator or repressor complex. To distinguish

between these possibilities, we generated transgenic lines that

express a chimeric protein, LFYDB:AS1CTD (Figure 1A), in which

the C-terminal, non-MYB domain of AS1 (AS1CTD) that mediates

the interactions with AS2 and HIRA is fused to the LEAFY DNA

binding domain (LFYDB) (Maizel et al., 2005; Phelps-Durr et al.,

2005). LFY specifies floral meristem fate and controls the acti-

vation of homeotic genes in the flower (Weigel et al., 1992; Parcy

et al., 1998; Lamb et al., 2002). We reasoned that if AS1 functions

as a transcriptional activator, placing this chimeric protein under

control of the LFY regulatory sequences might lead to floral

defects reminiscent of those observed upon expression of a

constitutively activated form of LFY, such as LFY-VP16 (Parcy

et al., 1998). On the other hand, if AS1 functions to repress its

targets, expression of the LFYDB:AS1CTD transgene may lead to

lfy loss-of-function phenotypes (Weigel et al., 1992).

Nearly 85% (433/512) of primary transformants carrying the

LFYDB:AS1CTD transgene exhibited lfy-like floral defects. The

phenotypes ranged in severity from weak, with minor defects in

petal and stamen number (Figure 1C), to intermediate in which

Figure 1. AS1 Is a Transcriptional Repressor.

(A) Schematic representations of the AS1 and LFY proteins and the LFYDB and LFYDB:AS1CTD transgenes. The relative positions of the AS1 MYB

domain, AS1 C-terminal domain (CTD), LFY activation domain (AC), and LFY DNA binding domain (DB) are indicated. The C-terminal domain of AS1,

comprising amino acids 107 to 367, and the LFY DB domain, comprising amino acids 228 to 420, are highlighted in green and yellow, respectively.

(B) to (E) Inflorescence phenotypes observed among transgenic plants harboring the LFYDB or LFYDB:AS1CTD transgene. Examples of a wild-type

inflorescence (B) and inflorescences with a mild (C), intermediate (D), or strong (E) lfy phenotype are shown. The frequencies with which each

phenotypic class was observed are indicated below. Arrowheads in (C) mark flowers with missing petals.
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flowers formed fewer and homeotically transformed floral organs

(Figure 1D), to severe in which floral meristems were completely

transformed into inflorescence shoots with leaf-like lateral or-

gans arranged in a spiral phyllotaxis (Figure 1E) (Weigel et al.,

1992). No gain-of-function phenotypes were observed. Consis-

tent with prior reports, nearly all plants transformed with the

control transgene LFYDB, in which the LFY promoter drives

expression of just the LFY DNA binding domain, were pheno-

typically normal (Figures 1A and 1B) (Parcy et al., 1998). This

suggests that expression of LFYDB alone does not interfere

with LFY function, whether through dominant-negative compe-

tition with LFY-mediated activation of its targets or through the

induction of posttranscriptional gene silencing. Moreover, the lfy

loss-of-function defects induced by the LFYDB:AS1CTD trans-

gene are unlikely to result from transcriptional squelching as

such defects are not observed upon overexpression of LFY or

LFY-VP16 (Weigel and Nilsson, 1995; Parcy et al., 1998). Thus,

replacement of the LFY activation domain with the C-terminal

domain of AS1 blocks the activation of LFY targets, consistent

with the hypothesis that AS1 functions as a transcriptional

repressor.

AS1 Complexes Bind to Two Sites in the Promoter of the

KNOX Target BP

A repressive function for AS1 suggests that the AS1 complex

may act directly at the KNOX target loci to maintain their silencing

during organogenesis. To test this possibility, we used chromatin

immunoprecipitation (ChIP) to identify elements at the Arabidop-

sis KNOX target BP that can mediate AS1 complex binding. We

generated transgenic lines in which the AS1regulatory sequences

drive expression of an HA epitope–tagged version of AS1 that is

specifically recognized by HA antibodies (see Supplemental

Figure 1 online). A line in which this AS1pro>AS1-HA transgene

fully complements the as1-1 null allele was used for ChIP

experiments. Previous studies have shown that a 5-kb region

upstream of the BP start codon is sufficient for normal BP

expression in the SAM and contains cis-acting sequences suf-

ficient for AS1-, AS2-, and HIRA-mediated repression of BP in

leaves (Ori et al., 2000; Phelps-Durr et al., 2005). ChIP samples of

wild-type and AS1pro>AS1-HA seedlings were tested with primer

pairs that allow amplification of ;200- to 300-bp fragments

spanning most of the 5-kb BP promoter. Only promoter regions

that are unusually AT rich were omitted, as these could not be

amplified efficiently or specifically. Out of 16 regions tested, we

identified two fragments in the BP promoter that reproducibly

amplified from AS1pro >AS1-HA chromatin samples immuno-

precipitated using HA antibodies but not from mock-treated

chromatin samples or samples prepared from wild-type seed-

lings (Figure 2). These promoter fragments, referred to below as

X and Y, are located between nucleotides 2707 to 2522 and 2038

to 1788 upstream of the BP translation start site, respectively

(Figure 2A). These results indicate that an AS1 complex binds to

target sequences in the BP promoter and, together with the

results of Figure 1, supports the notion that AS1 is part of a

repressor complex that acts directly at the KNOX targets to

maintain their silencing during leaf development.

Both AS1 Complex Binding Sites Contribute to KNOX

Silencing in the Leaf

Next, we tested in vivo the requirement of the AS1 complex

binding sites for BP silencing in leaves by analyzing the expres-

sion pattern resulting from various BP promoter fragments. As a

starting point, we used a 3.5-kb region upstream of the BP trans-

lation initiation site to drive expression of the b-glucuronidase

(GUS) reporter. This promoter fragment includes both AS1 com-

plex binding sites identified by ChIP and, in a wild-type back-

ground, drives GUS expression in the root and SAM but not in

developing leaves (Figure 3A). In the as1 and as2 mutants, GUS

expression was observed also in the major vascular bundles and

petioles of leaves (Figures 3B and 3C). Therefore, this 3.5-kb

regulatory region recapitulates the described BP mRNA expres-

sion patterns in wild-type and as1 and as2 backgrounds (Lincoln

et al., 1994; Ori et al., 2000). This indicates that this promoter

fragment contains the regulatory elements sufficient not only for

BP expression in the SAM but also for the stable silencing of BP

in developing leaves mediated by AS1 and AS2.

Progressive 59 end truncations of the BP promoter revealed

that deletion of the sequences immediately upstream of site X

had no effect on the GUS expression pattern (see Supplemental

Figure 2A online). However, deletion of AS1 complex binding site

Figure 2. An AS1 Complex Binds in Vivo to Two Sites in the BP

Promoter.

(A) Diagram of the BP promoter region showing the relative positions of

four of the 16 promoter fragments analyzed by ChIP: X,�2707 to �2522;

Y, �2038 to �1788; P, �3021 to �2720; and Z, �1299 to �1071.

Numbers indicate distance in base pairs from the translation initiation

site.

(B) Immunoprecipitation of wild-type and AS1pro>AS1-HA chromatin

samples with HA monoclonal antibodies shows a specific association of

the AS1 complex with fragments X and Y of the BP promoter. ChIP

results for promoter fragments P and Z, which do not interact with the

AS1 complex, are shown for comparison. Lanes 1 to 3, ChIP performed

on wild-type chromatin samples; lanes 4 to 6, ChIP performed on

chromatin from AS1pro >AS1-HA transgenic seedlings; lanes 1 and 4,

total DNA; lanes 2 and 5, mock ChIP; lanes 3 and 6, ChIP with HA

antibodies.
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X leads to GUS expression not just in the SAM but also in

developing leaf primordia (Figure 3D). In older leaves, expression

from this promoter occurs predominantly in the major veins and

petioles, similar to that of the 3.5-kb BP reporter construct in as1

and as2 leaves. This ectopic expression pattern is consistent

with the ChIP data and suggests that sequences involved in AS1

complex–mediated repression of BP in leaves are present in

fragment X. Additional deletion of the region between the AS1

complex binding sites does not alter the GUS expression pattern

further (Figure 3E). However, in plants transformed with a BP

reporter construct in which both sites X and Y are deleted,

ectopic GUS activity was reduced and became restricted to the

vasculature of developing leaves (Figure 3F). This suggests that

site Y contributes to the ectopic expression of BP in the leaf

petioles and young leaf primordia. Upon further deletion of

nucleotides 1788 to 1080 upstream of the BP start codon, GUS

expression was lost in all aerial parts of the plant but persisted in

the root (see Supplemental Figure 2B online). This ;700-bp

promoter region thus includes regulatory elements required for

expression in the SAM and, along with sequence motifs in site Y,

for misexpression in leaves.

To assess specifically the contributions of the AS1 complex

binding sites to BP repression in leaves, we analyzed the effects

of individual internal deletions of site X and Y on the expression

domain of the 3.5-kb BPpro>GUS reporter. Deletion of site X

alone was sufficient to induce ectopic GUS expression in a

Figure 3. Both AS1 Complex Binding Sites Are Required to Repress BP Expression in Leaves.

Representative expression patterns of transgenic plants carrying distinct BPpro>GUS reporter constructs as diagramed below each panel. The

expression pattern conditioned by a 3.5-kb region upstream of the BP translation initiation site resembles that of the endogenous BP gene. In the wild

type (A), expression is restricted to the SAM (arrow), but in as1 (B) and as2 (C), expression extends into the leaves (arrows). Progressive 59 end

truncations of the BP promoter that delete one ([D] and [E]) or both (F) of the AS1 complex binding sites show GUS activity in leaves. Internal deletions

of AS1 complex binding site X (G) or Y (H) reveals a requirement for both sites in the silencing of BP during leaf development.
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pattern that resembles the BP expression pattern in as1 and as2,

throughout young leaf primordia and in the petioles and large

vascular bundles of older leaves (Figure 3G). Deletion of site Y

also leads to ectopic GUS expression in the leaf, indicating that

site X is not sufficient to restrict BP expression to the SAM (Figure

3G). However, upon deletion of site Y, ectopic GUS expression is

limited to the vasculature and occurs in a more restrictive pattern

than that of BP in as1 and as2. Thus, although sites X and Y act

nonredundantly in AS1 complex–mediated repression of BP

during organogenesis, fragment Y includes additional regulatory

motifs that direct BP misexpression outside the vasculature, in

petioles and young leaf primordia.

Interaction between AS1 and AS2 Facilitates Binding to the

BP Promoter

The ChIP experiments indicate that AS1 complexes bind directly

to the X and Y sites in the BP promoter. AS1 is a MYB domain

protein and could conceivably mediate the recruitment of HIRA

and other potential complex components to the KNOX targets.

However, several of the amino acids in the third helix of the R3

MYB motif that are critical for MYB–DNA interaction are not

conserved in AS1, and attempts to demonstrate binding of this

protein to DNA in vitro have thus far been unsuccessful (Romero

et al., 1998; Waites et al., 1998; Rabinowicz et al., 1999;

Theodoris et al., 2003). Moreover, the synergistic interaction

between as1 and hira indicates that AS1 requires cofactors to

recruit HIRA to the KNOX loci (Phelps-Durr et al., 2005). AS2

would be an obvious candidate. AS2 contains a Zn finger and

leucine zipper–like motif that could mediate protein–protein and/

or protein–DNA interactions (Iwakawa et al., 2002; Shuai et al.,

2002). Also, the epistatic interaction between as1 and as2

indicates that AS1 function depends on AS2 (Serrano-Cartagena

et al., 1999; Byrne et al., 2002), which presents the possibility that

AS2 aids the targeting of AS1 repressor complexes to the KNOX

loci.

To define the cis-elements and DNA binding factors required

for binding of the AS1 complex to the KNOX loci, we performed

electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs). AS1 and AS2

proteins were expressed in an in vitro wheat germ system. When

translated separately, neither AS1 nor AS2 was able to bind

fragment X in vitro (Figure 4A). Even when individually translated

AS1 and AS2 proteins were mixed immediately prior to the

binding assay, these proteins were unable to bind to fragment X.

However, when AS1 and AS2 were cotranslated, these proteins

were able to bind as a complex to site X of the BP promoter

(Figure 4A). Similarly, cotranslated AS1 and AS2 proteins bound

to fragment Y (Figure 4A). The specificity of these interactions

was tested using competition assays. Increasing concentrations

of unlabeled fragment X was able to compete for AS1-AS2

binding to site X and site Y, whereas regions of the BP promoter

that, based on ChIP, do not interact with the AS1 complex in vivo

were unable to compete for AS1-AS2 binding to these sites (see

Supplemental Figure 3A online). Together, these data indicate

that interaction between AS1 and AS2 facilitates their direct

binding to two sites in the BP promoter required for stable KNOX

repression and acquisition of determinacy in leaves.

Binding of AS1-AS2 to BP Is Mediated by Two Specific

cis-Regulatory Motifs

The observation that fragment X can compete for binding of AS1-

AS2 to fragment Y further suggests that sites X and Y contain

conserved DNA sequence motifs that mediate AS1-AS2 bind-

ing to BP. To define such cis-regulatory elements, eight short

duplexes corresponding to overlapping regions of the 185-bp X

fragment were used as cold competitors in EMSA. Only duplex 6

was able to compete for binding of the AS1-AS2 complex to site

X (Figure 4B), indicating that this 32-bp fragment contains cis-

elements involved in AS1-AS2–mediated gene regulation. Con-

sistent with the notion that sites X and Y include related AS1-AS2

DNA binding motifs, duplex 6 could also successfully compete

with binding of these proteins to fragment Y. However, a higher

molar excess of duplex 6 is required to obtain full competition of

AS1-AS2 binding to fragment X than to fragment Y, suggesting

that the protein complex binds with higher affinity to site X (see

Supplemental Figures 3B and 3C online). To verify that duplex

6 mediates AS1-AS2 binding to site X in BP, we introduced

mutations in fragment X at the position of duplex 6 (see Supple-

mental Figure 4 online). In contrast with the wild-type X fragment,

this mutated version (Xm) was not bound by the cotranslated

AS1-AS2 protein complex and failed to compete with its binding

to site X (Figure 4C). This confirms that the 32-bp region cor-

responding to duplex 6 is critical for AS1-AS2 binding to site X in

the BP promoter. Moreover, these data show that sequences

outside of duplex 6 negligibly contribute to binding of AS1-AS2,

suggesting that the region encompassing duplex 6 is also

sufficient for recruitment of the AS1 complex to site X in BP.

Next, we used several mutant versions of this 32-bp fragment

as unlabeled competitors in EMSA to precisely identify the

regulatory sequences that facilitate AS1-AS2 binding (see Sup-

plemental Figure 4 online). Duplex 6 was divided into three

regions. Sequence analysis showed that region 6-I includes the

consensus animal c-Myb binding site CNGTTR. Plant R2R3-

MYB proteins typically recognize DNA sequence motifs closely

related to this canonical MYB binding site that share a consensus

sequence BNGTWR (e.g., Grotewold et al., 1994; Abe et al.,

2003; Ryu et al., 2005; E. Grotewold, personal communication).

Mutations that disrupt the presumptive MYB binding site abol-

ished the ability of duplex 6 to compete for binding of AS1-AS2 to

fragment X, indicating that this sequence is essential for AS1

complex binding (Figure 4D). Interestingly, regions 6-II and 6-III

are partially palindromic. Mutations in region 6-II or both regions

6-II and 6-III that disrupt this palindrome significantly diminished

the effectiveness of duplex 6 as a competitor of AS1-AS2 binding

to X, whereas mutations in site 6-III had a relatively minor effect

on complex binding (Figure 4D). Thus, the consensus MYB

binding site in 6-I alone is not sufficient to completely disrupt

AS1-AS2 binding to X, which indicates that sequences in regions

6-II and 6-III increase the binding affinity of these proteins to site

X in the BP promoter. In addition, because region 6-II acts as a

more effective competitor for AS1-AS2 binding to X than region

6-III, sequences in 6-II likely contribute more to binding of the

AS1 complex to BP.

Considering that duplex 6 competes effectively for binding of

AS1-AS2 to fragment Y, we performed matrix analysis to search
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Figure 4. AS1-AS2 Heterodimers Bind to Specific Sequence Motifs in the BP Promoter.

(A) Interaction between AS1 and AS2 is required for binding to DNA. EMSA using in vitro–translated AS1 or AS2 proteins individually, as a mix

(AS1þAS2) or as cotranslated proteins (AS1/2), shows that AS1 and AS2 can bind to BP promoter fragments X (left panel) and Y (right panel) but only

when translated together (arrows). The diagram shows the relative positions of AS1 complex binding sites X and Y in the BP promoter. EMSA with in

vitro–translated Luciferase protein was used as a nonspecific binding control (lanes marked ‘‘�’’).

(B) Competition assays delineate a 32-bp sequence involved in AS1-AS2 complex binding. X was divided into eight duplexes as indicated in the

diagram, and the ability of each duplex to block binding of the AS1-AS2 complex to site X is shown. Only duplex number 6 competes with fragment X for

binding to AS1-AS2. Duplexes were added to the binding assay at 500-fold molar excess as indicated below each lane.

(C) Sequences in duplex 6 are essential and sufficient for AS1-AS2 binding. As illustrated in the diagram, fragment X of the BP promoter was

mutagenized to change the sequence encompassing duplex 6 (Xm). Increasing amounts (503, 1003, and 2503) of unlabeled wild-type fragment X

compete effectively with AS1-AS2 binding to probe X (lanes 3 to 5). By contrast, addition of unlabeled fragment Xm to the binding assay whether at 50-,

100-, or 250-fold molar excess has no effect on AS1-AS2 binding to X (lanes 6 to 8). Cotranslated AS1-AS2 proteins were also unable to bind to probe

Xm (lane 10).

(D) Two sequence motifs in duplex 6 contribute to AS1-AS2 binding. Duplex 6 was divided into regions I to III. Region 6-I includes a consensus c-Myb

binding site (underlined), and regions 6-II and 6-III are partially palindromic (underlined). Regions were mutagenized individually or in combinations, as

indicated in pink in the diagram (see also Supplemental Figure 3 online). The ability of each duplex 6 derivative to block AS1-AS2 binding to fragment X is

shown in the gel on the right. Mutagenesis of region I renders duplex 6 an ineffective competitor, and mutations in regions II and III reduce the

effectiveness of duplex 6 as competitor for AS1-AS2 binding to probe X. Duplexes were added to the binding assay at 500-fold molar excess as

indicated below each lane.
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for potential DNA sequence motifs that are conserved between

duplex 6 and fragment Y and that may mediate AS1 complex

binding to both sites X and Y in the BP promoter. Fragment Y

lacks the palindromic sequence of region 6-III, but this AS1-AS2

binding fragment does contain the c-Myb–related sequence

CTGTTt and the sequence motif TCtTTGAAT, which is closely

related to region 6-II in fragment X (Figure 5E). These two

sequence elements, referred to below as motifs I and II, respec-

tively, are present in the same order in both fragments X and Y.

While the c-Myb–related binding sequence is positioned up-

stream of motif II in both fragments, it is located directly adjacent

to motif II in fragment X and 55 bp upstream of motif II in fragment

Y. A similar arrangement of these two sequence motifs is not

found elsewhere in the BP promoter, supporting the notion that

recruitment of the AS1 complex to BP is mediated by binding of

AS1-AS2 to the MYB and TCg/tTTGAAT cis-elements in sites X

and Y in the promoter.

Conserved Regulatory Elements Mediate AS1-AS2 Binding

to KNAT2

To strengthen the hypothesis that AS1 complex binding to the

KNOX targets is mediated by the AS1-AS2 binding motifs I and II,

we examined whether similar regulatory sequences are present

in AS1 complex binding sites at KNAT2, the other class I KNOX

gene whose expression in developing leaves is repressed by

AS1, AS2, and HIRA (Byrne et al., 2000; Ori et al., 2000; Semiarti

et al., 2001; Phelps-Durr et al., 2005). We used ChIP to scan a

3.5-kb KNAT2 upstream region for AS1 complex binding sites.

As for BP, we identified two fragments in the KNAT2 pro-

moter that are enriched specifically in HA-ChIP samples from

AS1pro >AS1-HA seedlings (Figures 5A to 5D). These AS1 com-

plex binding sites are located between nucleotides 3048 to 2761

(designated fragment A) and 1260 to 914 (designated fragment

B) upstream of the KNAT2 translation initiation site. Sequence

analysis revealed c-Myb and motif II–related elements in each

binding site that are separated by 22 to 24 bp but otherwise have

the same arrangements as in the AS1 complex binding sites of

BP (Figure 5E). Importantly, these motifs are not present in this

arrangement elsewhere in the KNAT2 promoter. Taken together

with the observation that duplex 6 is necessary and sufficient for

binding of AS1-AS2 to BP, these data suggest that recruitment of

the AS1 complex to its KNOX targets is mediated through a

specific configuration of two regulatory elements with consensus

sequences CWGTTD and KMKTTGAHW. The MYB binding site

is positioned upstream of motif II in each of the four AS1 complex

binding sites, but the spacing between these motifs is variable.

However, as AS1 and AS2 must interact to bind DNA, the

variability in the spacing of these sites is likely constrained.

DISCUSSION

AS1 and AS2 Form a Repressor Complex That Acts Directly

at KNOX Targets

Stem cell homeostasis in plants is attained in part through the

controlled expression of the class I KNOX homeodomain tran-

scription factors. These proteins promote stem cell proliferation

and indeterminacy, whereas acquisition of determinacy during

organogenesis requires the continued silencing of KNOX gene

activity (see Kidner et al., 2002; Scofield and Murray, 2006).

Despite a recognized role for AS1, AS2, and HIRA in this process

(Byrne et al., 2000; Ori et al., 2000; Semiarti et al., 2001; Lin et al.,

2003; Phelps-Durr et al., 2005), insights into the molecular

mechanism bringing about this repression were lacking. Here,

we show that AS1 functions as a transcriptional repressor.

Fusion to the C-terminal domain of AS1 can convert the LFY

DNA binding protein into a dominant repressor. Similar to the use

of the EAR domain (Hiratsu et al., 2003), the AS1 C-terminal

domain provides a powerful tool to modulate transcription factor

activity or characterize the biological functions of DNA binding

proteins.

Figure 5. Related Sequence Motifs Mediate AS1-AS2 Binding to BP and

KNAT2.

(A) to (D) The AS1 complex binds to two sites in the KNAT2 promoter.

The diagram of the KNAT2 promoter indicates the relative positions of

four of the 14 promoter fragments analyzed by ChIP. Numbers indicate

distance in base pairs from the translation initiation site. Lanes 1 to 3,

ChIP on wild-type seedlings; lanes 4 to 6, ChIP on AS1pro >AS1-HA

transgenic seedlings; lanes 1 and 4, total DNA; lanes 2 and 5, mock ChIP;

lanes 3 and 6, ChIP with HA antibodies.

(A) and (B) ChIP on wild-type and AS1pro >AS1-HA seedlings shows

association of the AS1 complex with KNAT2 promoter fragments A

and B.

(C) and (D) ChIP results for two promoter fragments that do not interact

with the AS1 complex.

(E) Sequence motifs related to the AS1-AS2 cis-regulatory elements in

BP are present in the AS1 complex binding sites A and B of the KNAT2

promoter. Inferred consensus sequences for the AS1 and AS2 binding

motifs and their positions relative to the start codon of BP or KNAT2 are

also shown.
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We further show that an AS1 repressor complex binds directly

to two sites in the promoters of the KNOX targets BP and KNAT2.

Complex binding at each site is mediated by the regulatory motif

arrangement CWGTTD-KMKTTGAHW and requires interaction

between AS1 and AS2. Although plant R2R3 MYB domain

proteins may require heterodimerization with other transcription

factors, such as bHLH proteins, to activate gene expression,

they typically do not require auxiliary factors to bind DNA (see

Stracke et al., 2001; Ramsay and Glover, 2005). Several of the

DNA-contacting amino acid residues in the AS1 MYB domain

have diverged from other plant R2R3 MYB domain proteins,

which could affect the binding affinity of AS1 to DNA (Romero

et al., 1998; Waites et al., 1998; Rabinowicz et al., 1999;

Timmermans et al., 1999). In this regard, it is interesting to note

that the MYB binding site in motif I is essential but not sufficient

for AS1-AS2 binding. Our data indicate that motif II increases the

binding affinity of AS1-AS2 to site X in the BP promoter. These

data present the likely possibility that AS2, through interaction

with motif II, stabilizes AS1 complex binding to the KNOX

promoters. This scenario is consistent with the genetic interac-

tions between as1 and as2 as well as the requirement for AS1

function to induce AS2 misexpression phenotypes (Serrano-

Cartagena et al., 1999; Byrne et al., 2002; Lin et al., 2003; Xu

et al., 2003; Phelps-Durr et al., 2005).

AS1 and AS2 Are Part of a Cellular Memory System

Deletion of the AS1-AS2 binding sites or loss of AS1 or AS2

function results in ectopic expression of BP and KNAT2 through-

out young leaf primordia and in the petiole region and vasculature

of older leaves (Figure 3; Ori et al., 2000). However, the expres-

sion domains of AS1 and AS2 overlap only in the very young leaf

primordia (Iwakawa et al., 2007). The observed KNOX misex-

pression in older leaves is thus unlikely a direct reflection of lost

AS1-AS2 complex activity. Considering that AS1 interacts with

the chromatin-remodeling factor HIRA and its involvement in

KNOX gene repression during organogenesis (Phelps-Durr et al.,

2005), the AS1-AS2 complex may act early in leaf development

to recruit HIRA and establish a somatically stable silenced state

at the KNOX targets that is maintained throughout leaf develop-

ment, even though AS1-AS2 activity does not persist. Similar to

the variegated pattern of KNOX reactivation in rs2 (Timmermans

et al., 1999; Phelps-Durr et al., 2005), the pattern of KNOX

misexpression in older Arabidopsis leaves may thus reflect a

predisposition of certain cells to reactivate KNOX genes in the

absence of a somatically heritable silenced state.

In addition to this repressive system, promoter deletion anal-

ysis showed that regulatory elements within fragment Y and a

708-bp fragment located ;1 kb upstream of the BP start codon

are required for BP misexpression in leaves upon loss of AS1-

AS2 regulation. Accordingly, KNOX misexpression caused by

loss of AS1-AS2 regulation also reflects the spatiotemporal

activation resulting from specific enhancer elements. Such

AS1-AS2–independent regulatory mechanisms may explain

why in the C24 ecotype, expression resulting from BP promoter

fragments lacking both AS1 complex binding sites remains

restricted to the SAM (Heyer et al., 2004; Truernit et al., 2006).

Perhaps factors required for BP activation in the leaf are missing

in C24. Similarly, expression of the KNOX family member

SHOOTMERISTEMLESS (STM) remains restricted to the SAM

even in an as1 or as2 background (Byrne et al., 2000; Ori et al.,

2000; Semiarti et al., 2001). In fact, STM lacks AS1 complex

binding motifs.

Deletion of either AS1 complex binding site X or Y results in

ectopic expression of BP in developing leaves, indicating that the

two sites act nonredundantly despite their analogous AS1-AS2

binding properties. Accordingly, interaction between AS1 com-

plexes at each site appears to be required, suggesting that a

repressive loop may be formed in the KNOX promoters that

mediates stable KNOX gene silencing during organogenesis.

The observation that AS1 can form homodimers (Theodoris et al.,

2003; Phelps-Durr et al., 2005) presents a possible mechanism

via which AS1 complexes can interact. Based on the position of

the AS1-AS2 binding motifs (Figure 5E), such a loop in the pro-

moter of BP would include enhancer elements required for ex-

pression in the leaf, as deletion of site Y prevents BP misexpression

in the petioles and young leaf primordia. We propose that by

binding to two sites, AS1 repressor complexes establish a loop in

the promoter of its KNOX targets and through recruitment of the

chromatin-remodeling factor HIRA establish a repressive chro-

matin state that blocks enhancer activity in the leaf and that is

stably inherited throughout the many rounds of cell division

associated with leaf development (Figure 6).

This model suggests that, within the context of KNOX gene

silencing, AS1 and AS2 are part of a cellular memory system that

is conceptually similar to the action of genetic insulators, which

form chromatin loop domains that sequester enhancer elements

and block their action on promoters (Gaszner and Felsenfeld,

2006). Identifying the proposed epigenetic modifications asso-

ciated with AS1 complex–mediated KNOX repression will be the

next challenge in understanding how cells progress from inde-

terminate stem cells to their final differentiated state. Several

recent studies imply a role for AS1 and AS2 in adaxial-abaxial

patterning of the leaf by spatially restricting the expression

domain of specific abaxial determinants (Lin et al., 2003; Xu

et al., 2003; Li et al., 2005; Garcia et al., 2006; Iwakawa et al.,

Figure 6. Model for AS1-AS2–Mediated KNOX Gene Silencing in the

Leaf.

The AS1-AS2 complex binds to the regulatory motifs CWGTTD and

KMKTTGAHW, which are present at two sites in the promoters of KNOX

targets immediately upstream and surrounding an enhancer region

required for expression in developing leaves. Interaction between the

AS1 complexes is required for stable KNOX gene silencing, suggesting

formation of a loop in the KNOX promoter that, likely through recruitment

of HIRA, leads to formation of a stable repressive chromatin state that

blocks enhancer activity throughout leaf development. Green ovals, AS1;

red ovals, AS2; blue box, leaf enhancers.
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2007; Ueno et al., 2007). Whether AS1 and AS2 control the

spatiotemporal expression of polarity genes directly and through

a similar silencing mechanism remains to be determined.

Evolutionary and Developmental Considerations of

AS1-AS2–Mediated KNOX Gene Silencing

Recruitment of AS1-AS2 to BP and KNAT2 is essential to repress

KNOX activity and establish determinacy during organogenesis.

In other simple leafed species, such as maize and snapdragon

(Antirrhinum majus), AS1 orthologs similarly confine KNOX ac-

tivity to the SAM (Timmermans et al., 1999; Tsiantis et al., 1999).

In maize, expression of the KNOX family members rs1 and

liguleless3 in the leaf is suppressed by RS2 and the AS2 homolog

INDETERMINATE GAMETOPHYTE1 (Schneeberger et al., 1998;

Scanlon et al., 2002; Evans, 2007). Through preliminary se-

quence analysis, we identified correctly arranged motif I and

motif II consensus binding sites in the promoters and/or large

third introns of these KNOX genes. Along with the fact that RS2

interacts with HIRA (Phelps-Durr et al., 2005), this suggests

that conservation in the mechanism of KNOX gene silencing

during organogenesis exists between these monocot and dicot

species.

Unlike Arabidopsis, its close relative Cardamine hirsuta de-

velops compound leaves. This difference in leaf shape is at least

partially attributable to divergent regulation of KNOX genes,

including BP, which in C. hirsuta are expressed in the leaf (Hay

and Tsiantis, 2006). The AS1 ortholog of C. hirsuta can comple-

ment the as1-1 mutation in Arabidopsis, indicating functional

conservation of AS1 between the two species (Hay and Tsiantis,

2006). Furthermore, AS2 function may be conserved, as expres-

sion resulting from the Arabidopsis BP promoter in C. hirsuta

remains confined to the SAM. Consensus motif I and motif II

sequences are present in the C. hirsuta BP promoter, but these

cis-regulatory elements occur only once in the specific arrange-

ment known to mediate AS1-AS2 binding (CTGTTT and TATTT-

GATA at 1653 to 1589 bp upstream of the translation start site).

Mutation of one of the AS1-AS2 cis-regulatory sequences may

thus have contributed to the divergent patterns of KNOX ex-

pression between Arabidopsis and C. hirsuta. Considering that

compound leafed species that exhibit KNOX expression in

the leaf arose multiple times independently during evolution

(Bharathan et al., 2002), such cis-regulatory polymorphisms that

abrogate AS1-AS2 binding may constitute a key determinant in

the evolution of leaf morphologies.

METHODS

Molecular Cloning

A transformation vector containing the LFY promoter plus LFY DNA

binding domain (amino acids 228 to 420), referred to as pLFYDB, was

kindly provided by Detlef Weigel (Max Planck Institute for Developmental

Biology, Tübingen, Germany). The AS1 C-terminal domain (amino acids

107 to 367) was amplified to insert SalI restriction sites and cloned in

frame into pLFYDB to make pLFYDB:AS1CTD. To generate an HA epitope–

tagged version of AS1, a 5-kb fragment including the AS1 promoter and

coding region was amplified and engineered to insert in frame upstream

of a 3x HA-tag containing 59 EcoRI and 39 XhoI sites. Subsequently, a

1-kb AS1 fragment comprising the 39 untranslated region and terminator

regions was inserted at the C terminus of the 3x HA-tag, and the resulting

fusion gene was cloned into pCambia2300 to give pAS1pro>AS1-HA. BP

promoter deletion derivatives were generated as in-frame translational

fusions of the GUS reporter to the ATG of BP. The various upstream

regions of BP were amplified from Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia (Col)

genomic DNA, cloned into Gateway TOPO pCR8 (Invitrogen), and sub-

sequently recombined into pKGWFS7 (Plant Systems Biology) according

to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Plant Materials

All plants were grown at 218C under long-day conditions. The pLFYDB,

pLFYDB:AS1CTD, and pBPpro >GUS plasmids were transformed in Arabi-

dopsis ecotype Col-0 using standard procedures. Selected BPpro>GUS

transgenes were crossed into as1-1 and as2-4 previously introgressed

into Col-0. GUS staining was performed as described (Sundaresan et al.,

1995), and at least 20 independent T2 lines were analyzed for each

construct. The pAS1pro>AS1-HA vector was transformed into as1-1/þ
plants in the Landsberg erecta (Ler) background. T2 lines that were

homozygous for as1-1 and the transgene and that were phenotypically

normal were propagated for use in ChIP assays.

Protein Gel Blot Analysis

Protein extracts were prepared from Ler and AS1pro>AS1-HA plants.

Approximately 0.25 g of inflorescence tissue or 1 g of seedling tissue were

ground in 500 mL of extraction buffer (10% sucrose, 100 mM Tris HCl,

pH 8.5, 5 mM EDTA, 5 mM EGTA, 40 mM b-mercaptoethanol, and 2 mM

PMFS), centrifuged for 10 min, and 250 mL supernatant mixed with equal

volume 23 SDS-PAGE loading dye. Ten microliters out of 300-mL chro-

matin samples prepared for ChIP assays was similarly mixed with 10 mL of

23 SDS-PAGE loading dye. After boiling, 20-mL aliquots were separated

on a 10% SDS-PAGE gel, transferred to Trans-Blot membrane (Bio-Rad),

and incubated with the primary monoclonal HA antibody 12CA5 (Abgent)

at a 1:5000 dilution followed by horseradish peroxidase anti-mouse IgG

secondary antibody (GE Healthcare) at 1:2000 dilution, using standard

protocols. ECL Plus reagents (Amersham) were used for immunodetec-

tion according to the manufacturer’s recommended protocol.

ChIP

ChIP was performed as described (Gendrel et al., 2002). Approximately

3 g of normal and AS1pro>AS1-HA seedlings at the four-leaf stage were

used as starting materials. ChIP reactions were mock treated or incu-

bated with 5 mL of 12CA5 monoclonal antibody (Abgent), and immuno-

precipitates were collected using Dynabead protein G magnetic beads

(Invitrogen). Final eluted DNA was resuspended in 50 mL of water, and

1 mL was amplified by PCR using standard protocols with an annealing

temperature of 548C and typically 35 cycles. Each promoter region was

tested on five to six independent biological replicates. Primers for

sequences are as follows: for BP, Xfor, 59-TACACGAACACAGATGAT-

GAT-39; Xrev, 59-CAGTGGAAGTGAGAGTAGG-39; Yfor, 59-TAGATCCA-

TATGGTTATGGGT-39; Yrev, 59-CCTCTTATTTTCTGTTTCAGTA-39; for

KNAT2, Afor, 59-CCTGAGCTAATTAAGTAGA-39; Arev, 59-GGTGCTAAT-

TTTGCTTATG-39; Bfor, 59-CTGTCGTTTTTATAAGGTTTG-39; Brev, 59-CAC-

TTATCGCACTTCTTGTT-39.

EMSA

The AS1 and AS2 coding regions were amplified via RT-PCR from total

RNA and cloned into the Luciferase-T7 control DNA vector from the TNT-

coupled wheat germ extract systems kit (Promega) through engineered

BamHI-SacI and BamHI-EcoRV restriction sites, respectively. Proteins
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were produced by in vitro transcription and translation according to the

manufacturer’s suggested protocol. DNA probes were amplified from

Arabidopsis genomic DNA, cloned into the TOPOII plasmid (Invitrogen),

and excised through SpeI-EcoRV digestion, and 100 ng (1.5 to 2 nM) were

end-labeled with 32P-dCTP using standard Klenow fill-in reactions.

Labeled probes were purified from nondenaturing PAGE gels and diluted

to a final concentration of ;80 pM. Binding reactions were in 16 mL and

included 2 mL in vitro–translated protein, 1 to 2 fmol of radiolabeled probe,

10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM KCl, 1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT, 8%

glycerol, 500 ng single-stranded DNA, and 25 ng polydeoxyinosinic-

deoxycytidylic acid. Reactions were preincubated at 48C for 20 min and

subsequently incubated for an additional 20 min with radiolabeled probe.

Cold competitors were added at the preincubation step. Duplexes used in

competition assays were annealed from complementary oligos by boiling

them for 5 min followed by slow cooling to room temperature. Reactions

were separated on 5% nondenaturing PAGE gels in 0.53 TBE buffer.

Accession Numbers

Sequence data from this article can be found in the Arabidopsis Genome

Initiative database under the following accession numbers: BP,

At4g08150; KNAT2, At1g70510; AS1, At2g37630; AS2, At1g65620.
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The following materials are available in the online version of this article.

Supplemental Figure 1. Monoclonal HA Antibodies Specifically

Recognize the AS1-HA Fusion Protein.

Supplemental Figure 2. Expression Analysis of Additional BP Pro-

moter Deletion Constructs.

Supplemental Figure 3. Specific Binding of AS1-AS2 Heterodimers

to BP Promoter Fragments X and Y.

Supplemental Figure 4. Sequences of Duplex 6 Variants Used in

Competition Assays.
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